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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Carrara White Marble And Metal Mosaic Backsplash Subway Tile

Short Description: This tile breaks the traditional single

style of subway mosaic pattern, which is inlaid with

metal stripes between each tile. It makes the whole tile

look more articulated when the tiles are installed on

the backsplash walls.

Model No.: WPM366

Pattern: Subway

Color: White & Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Carrara White, Metal

Product Detail:

Product Description

Nowadays, when designing their home, many homeowners like the feeling of environmental

protection and nature, which is purely natural and pollution-free. Natural stone mosaic tile is

in line with this feature, and it is completely made of pure natural craftsmanship. This bass

inlay marble pattern adopts marble tile mosaic ideas that the stone is Carrara White Marble

and the rectangular chips are organized into a subway pattern. Besides, this tile breaks the

traditional single style of subway mosaic pattern, which is inlaid with metal stripes between
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each chip. It makes the whole tile look more articulated when the tiles are installed on the

backsplash walls.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Carrara White Marble And Metal Mosaic Backsplash Subway Tile

Model No.: WPM366

Pattern: Subway

Color: White And Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Carrara White, Metal

Thickness: 10mm

Tile-size: 300x300mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM366

Color: White And Gold

Pattern: Subway

Model No.: WPM042

Color: White, Grey, And Gold

Pattern: Waterjet

Product Application

The high-quality bathroom enhances the happiness of the home, highlights the neat lines, and the

chemical reaction produced by the collision of metal and marble interprets the elegant and

atmospheric space atmosphere. This polished subway marble mosaic is suitable for the wall and



splashback decoration in the interior improvement, marble mosaic splashback such as mosaic tile

backsplash bathroom and mosaic splashback kitchen, and mosaic wall design such as marble wall

bathroom tiles and marble wall tiles for kitchen.

In ancient times, it was possible to use stone to build things, because the stone is not easy to break, and

the things built must be strong. In this regard, stone mosaics are far more useful than other materials.

FAQ

Q: What is the best mortar for a marble mosaic?

A: Epoxy tile mortar.

Q: What is the difference between mosaics and tiles?

A: Tile is widely used as regular patterns on walls and floors, while mosaic tile is a perfect option for a

figurative and unique style on your floor, walls, and splashbacks, and it improves your resale value as

well.

Q: What is your main market in the globe?

A: Our current clients are mainly from Middle East Countries, and we are dedicated to developing the

mosaic stone market in the United States, Canada, Australia, The United Kingdom, and southern

American countries.

Q: Why should we choose your company to cooperate with?

A: Firstly, we have a large variety of product styles to choose from, and follow the market trend.

Secondly, we believe you are committed to serving your clients based on numerous of competitive,

professional, and knowledgeable mosaic tile companies, we feel we are one of them. Thirdly, we think

you have an answer in your mind when you ask this question.


